Enhanced Planes
V 1.0

Overview
The Enhanced Planes Module allows you to create many types of planes in addition to those
available in standard OnShape product. Create planes using edges and tangent to surfaces!

With this module, you’ll receive:





Ability to create planes much more easily from within any of your OnShape documents,
including:
o Containing edges
o Normal to edges
o Tangent to surfaces at a point
o Tangent to surfaces and aligned with another plane or direction
o Arrays of midplanes, both parallel and rotated
o Arrays of offset planes
Live example documents that demonstrate how to use the module.
An electronic copy of this documentation

Containing Edges
Standard OnShape does not allow creating planes based on edges, but this is often
more convenient. For arcs, only one edge is needed to define a plane. For linear
edges, two edges will define a plane.

Select One or More Edges.
More than one plane can be
created by selecting more edges.

Example 1 Two linear edges defines
a plane here

Example 2 A single arc defines a
plane

NOTE: Sometimes, you may choose two edges that are not co-planar. In this case, a ‘best effort’
will be made to create a plane that is as closely aligned with both edges as possible.

Normal to Edge
Create a plane having its normal aligned with an edge. The normal vector of the plane
will be tangent to the edge at the point you specify.
Select an Edge
Reverse which end to use, if “At
End” is selected

At End: Place the plane at the end of the edge
At Parameter: Choose a parameter value between
0 and 1.

Example 1 A plane at the end of an edge

Example 2 Using a parameter value.
Here the plane is mid-way along the edge

Tangent to Surface
Standard OnShape does not allow creating planes tangent to surfaces, this feature
enables this missing functionality. Required inputs are a surface, and an way to define
the direction of the plane’s normal vector.
There are several ways to define the direction of the resulting plane:
AT POINT. Select a point on or near the surface. If the selected point is not
located on the surface, the nearest point on the surface is selected

Face on which to create tangent plane

Choose a point on or near the face. The
tangent plane will be located on the
surface on or nearest to this point
AT U,V PARAMETERS . Surfaces are parameterized from 0 to 1 in both the ‘U’ and
‘V’ directions. You can specify the location of the plane using the values of the U
and V parameters. The plane will be tangent to the selected surface, and located
at the specified parameter values.

Face on which to create tangent plane

Choose u,v parameters. Must be
between 0 and 1.

ALIGNED. Select any planar or axis entity, which defines the direction for the
normal. The resulting plane will be ‘aligned’ as closely as possible to the selected
vector. For some surfaces, it will not be possible to align the normals perfectly—
so some of the components may be ignored.

Face on which to create tangent plane

Entity to align the resulting normal
vector with

Invert the direction of the plane’s
normal, if more than one solution is
found

Ref Plane

This plane is tangent to the conic surface
, with normal ‘aligned’ with Ref plane

Conic Surface

Ref Plane

Two solutions are available
that are tangent to a torus, and
aligned with Ref Plane

Array of Midplanes.
Standard OnShape only allows creating a single mid plane.
Create 1 or more planes evenly spaced between two selected planes. If the planes are
parallel, the mid planes will be evenly spaced between the two selected planes. If the
planes are not parallel, the mid planes will be rotated.
Ref Planes ( 2 reqd. ) Here the planes
are not parallel, so we get rotated
planes

Swap sides
How many evenly spaced
planes to create?

Parallel planes creates parallel
midplanes

Offset Planes
Standard OnShape can only create a single offset plane.
This feature allows creating 1 or more planes offset at a distance from an existing plane.

Ref Plane
How Many?
Spacing

Using Onshape Featurescript
Featurescript is a way to extend Onshape with powerful, easy to use new features. You
can learn more about it at https://www.onshape.com/featurescript

Support
For support, please email dev@parametricparts.com or visit
http://store.parametricparts.com/contact.html

Warranty
No warranty is provided, explicit or implied.

